Radar Solution for Critical Area Surveillance
Case Study - Bristol Airport, United Kingdom

Real-time threat analysis in and
outside the perimeter

Fully automated integrating
with over 30 camera models

Low cost of ownership, no
cleaning required

Adaptable and scalable
solution for large complex sites

Fast and reliable detection,
with low false alarms

Fully complying with EU
regulations

Safety is everything.

The Challenge
Protecting Critical Airport Infrastructure

Bristol Airport
Bristol Airport has grown increasingly in both size of
the infrastructure and number of passengers since
2010. Passenger numbers increased from 5.5 million
in 2009 to 6.1 million in 2013. The airport has likewise
expanded on a similar level. With the new expansion,
it has been hard for Bristol to balance high-security
levels restricting movement with an open, friendly and
welcoming customer experience.

This part of the airfield was previously monitored by
manned guards, but the Department for Transport
indicated that this form of security was outdated and
the system needed to be upgraded to provide a more
comprehensive surveillance of the whole area. A fully
automated wide-area surveillance system was chosen,
which resulted in significant operational benefits and
reduced on-going costs.

The redesign of the security infrastructure led to
a critical point boundary being identified in close
proximity to an area of open ground. This area during
the summer months was used as an overflow carpark
and is also adjacent to a local Aeroplane club. It meant
that the critical point was a potential security hazard
as anyone could easily cross the open area, either in a
vehicle or on foot, and gain access to the airport.

The objective of the project was
to secure a specific critical point
within the airport. Just one radar
sensor installed gave Bristol airport
a large proportion of coverage.

The
management
at
Bristol
Airport is also considering how
to track all surface movement.
As
AdvanceGuard
offers
a
native multi-channel processing
capability, this could be possible
from a single sensor. Only two more
radars would need to be installed
to monitor the entire airport area.

Traditional detection technologies
require
the
construction
of
physical barriers which involve
major investments and restrict
movement/flexibility.
Navtech's
virtual perimeters provide more
accurate asset protection and also
do not affect the free movement of
people and equipment.

The Solution
Advanced Airport Safety

Automatic surveillance
Schneider Electric, system integrator, trialled visionbased systems and video analytics, as well as radar
technologies. Due to the thick fog and wet weather
Bristol experiences video and visual solutions were
discarded. They were incapable of detecting and
tracking all movements within the restricted zone.
AdvanceGuard was installed subsequently. The system
had the lowest false alarm rate and offered superior
track and trace capabilities.
One radar was installed alongside PELCO Espirit TI
thermal cameras to cover the critical area. The radar's
range of 600m with a resolution of 25-50cm scanning
360° every second meant that one sensor covered
a large proportion of the site, inside and outside the
critical area.
Using AdvanceGuard's rules-based software, a virtual
alarm zone was specified encompassing the critical
point area and surrounding open land. Anything
that enters the area generates a visual and audio
alarm depending on whether its behaviour breaches
pre-programmed rules. The target is also classified
as a vehicle or person using complex algorithms.
The system automatically controls the thermal
cameras to follow the threat, providing continuous
visual information to the operator with no required
interaction.

Critical
Point

Instant detection
AdvanceGuard monitors a
critical area, detecting and
alerting the operator about
any intrusions into the area.

Camera

Integrated
Video monitoring
AdvanceGuard takes over
control of cameras directing
them to track any intrusions.

Early

Warning
Fast response
AdvanceGuard continues
to track unlimited intruders
giving full situational
awareness to the control
centre.

About
AdvanceGuard
AdvanceGuard is the most reliable
and comprehensive wide-area
security system on the market.
Bristol Airport has been provided
with increased security whilst
eliminating the cost of manned
guarding in the critical area. The
system is also very flexible and
easy to use as its operational
benefits include of multi-target
simultaneous tracking capabilities
and flexible rule and zone setting.
Irrespective of the weather
conditions, the radar will
continually track a detected
target, updating the operator
every second on the exact location
and direction of movement. This

Benefits
information is easily relayed
to a response vehicle and can
greatly assist in achieving quick
and efficient apprehension of an
intruder
AdvanceGuard gave Bristol Airport
the flexibility of unrestricted but
monitored movement of vehicles
and people within the surveillance
area. Not all breaches constitute a
risk and AdvanceGuard categorises
intruders as 'friend' or 'foe'. All
alarm and track history is stored
for easy retrieval and post-event
analysis.
Chris Ware, Bristol Airport

Real-time threat analysis
Pinpoint the exact location of
intruders and their direction
of movement and speed,
providing accurate data for fast
response.
Fully automated operation
Detection inside and outside
the perimeter. Intuitive
interface. The system controls
cameras, relays and other
sensors.
Friend or foe
Distinguish authorised
personnel's legitimate activity
from threats.
All weather and light
conditions
Detection is unaffected by fog,
rain, dust, snow or darkness.
Low false alarm rate
High level of trust from
operators. Easily configurable
alarm rules.
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